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Kelly Phenicie is the Owner and CEO of Green Design Link and The Endery, two slow fashion companies that celebrate artisan craft, respecting the environment ... me to wear a lot of hats and master the ...
Accidental Entrepreneur: How Kelly Phenicie is Embracing Slow Fashion and Sustainable Manufacturing
A project investigating bioluminescence and interiors is included in Dezeen's latest school show by students at the Parsons School of Design.
Nine design projects from The New School's Parsons School of Design students
Middle-grade author Payal Doshi discusses a lack of diversity in children's books and how her latest release, Rea and the Blood of the Nectar, is working to correc ...
We’re a Nation of a Billion Indians, and Yet, I Hardly See Myself in Children’s Books
The popular practice of reviving ancient and traditional crafts in contemporary art is nothing new; age-old techniques have become ubiquitous across the art market and in museums and galleries alike.
6 Rising Contemporary Artists Using Traditional Craft Techniques
Since the first plants went in the ground in 2017, Potter Creek Lavender LLC near Pulaski has 11 different varieties of lavender and 1,200 plants.
A Pittsfield couple took a leap of faith and sold their dream house in the Suamico woods to start their own lavender farm
At first, there’s something oddly comforting about Ildikó Enyedi’s “The Story of My Wife,” a whispery period drama that premiered in competition at the Cannes Film Festival on Wednesday. Like pouring ...
‘The Story of My Wife’ Film Review: Old Style Euro-Pudding Epic Wears Out Its Welcome
Seismic shifts in how families live and work, brought on by the pandemic, are creating a surge of baby boom households with multiple generations.
The Family That Buys Together Stays Together
If you're heading to Phoenix for a vacation, sporting event or convention, you may be wondering what there is to do. Here's a first timer's guide.
Visiting Phoenix for the NBA Finals? Where to eat, drink, play when the game's not on
We’re talking about ‘The Luxe Life’, the first virtual conclave by Tata CliQ Luxury (16-18th July), hosted in association with American Express, that will bring together celebrated speakers who will ...
Tata CliQ Luxury’s The Luxe Life is all set to decode the new philosophy of luxury
and care of textiles and fashion from the nineteenth-century arts and crafts movement to the emerging fibreshed movement. Through a series of focused discussions and case studies, including slow ...
ARTH 614 Issues and Topics in Craft Studies: Textiles, Fashion, and Ethical Practices from the Arts and Crafts Movement
The Art of the Jazz Trio article by Jim Worsley, published on July 14, 2021 at All About Jazz. Find more SoCal Jazz articles ...
Pasqua, Erskine, and Oles: The Art of the Jazz Trio
Which means baseball will go to great lengths to make itself longer and even more tedious. A while back, some nerd whacked a bottle of flat champagne over the bow of New Baseball, a slow unpleasure ...
Column: Baseball is adrift in sea of strikeouts, home runs and The Shift
Accompanying the array of pictures are legends, poetry, mythology, and history to help us understand the inspiration behind the art. Scattered across the pages are verses from scriptures, devotional ...
Poetry, Craft And Politics - A Picturesque Journey Through Two Dynasties That Enriched South India
Appalachia boasts some of the wildest rivers on the East Coast, including the Gauley, the Youghiogheny, and the New River. And though whitewater paddling is now popular in the region, it wasn’t long ...
Navigating Wood, Whitewater And The Art Of Paddle Making
Sarasota-Manatee has long been home to plenty of places to enjoy a cold beer in a great setting. And in recent years we’ve been lucky enough to welcome several standout craft beers and breweries, with ...
What are the best craft beer bars in Sarasota-Bradenton? Here are 12 of our favorites for drinking and eating
This weekend, artisans and customers came out to attend the 50th anniversary of the American Craftsmen Artisan Festival. “We’ve gotten really used to buying digitally in this new era, especially post ...
Celebrating 50 years at the American Craftsmen Artisan Festival
Events are back, everyone. Not just any events, but a few of our favorite annual events are expected to return over the next few months to their pre-pandemic glory. A couple may look a little ...
The Best Summer and Fall Comeback Events for 2021
SINGAPORE - Looking at the handcrafted garments of ethical, slow fashion brand Sui, you would never guess that its founder Mahima Gujral was once "a crazy fast fashion girl". "I used to be on the ...
Rave: Ethical brand Sui marries nature and Indian crafts with style
There’s a confidence in his slow realism – he is ... Sharad’s tale of devotion to his craft reminds one of films like Whiplash and Black Swan. The arts are a seductive mistress with ...
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